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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pass out Scanner-Diver self-assessment as people file in; ask them to take the surveyOpening (10 min)Welcome remarks and overview of sessionWhat do I mean by self-directed or continual learning?Why worry about motivation for self-directed learning? Continual learning is essential in today’s workplaceLearning needs to be nimble, fresh, responsive to emerging community interestsTraditional “training” still has value but needs to be supplemented by an individual’s pursuit of the specific learning he/she needsLearning is intensely personal … and so is motivation



Prefer a broad view

Grasp general concepts

Connect areas of 
knowledge

Learn well without 
structure

Resist rigid learning plans

Scanners ― Divers

Master specific details 
before general concepts

Prefer methodical approach

 Ignore less relevant 
information

Like clearly defined goals

Approach to learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explanation of Scanner-Diver self-assessment resultsTalk briefly about implications for learning for S’s and D’s; Ask for show of hands for those in each categoryScanners�You prefer to take a broad view of any subject under study. You like to search out general principles rather than meticulous details and to relate one topic to as many other areas of knowledge as possible. You are quick to find relationships and to draw parallels among different areas of study.You learn most easily and effectively in unstructured situations and do less well if knowledge is presented according to some rigid plan. Standard, systematic teaching approaches are a disadvantage to this learning style.Divers�A systematic, methodical approach best suits you, because you learn most successfully by mastering specific details before moving to more general concepts. Divers tend to do well in the traditional educational system. You like to work with clearly defined goals that allow knowledge to be accumulated gradually. You tend to ignore less relevant information.



Look for big concepts & 
organizing principles

Explore multiple aspects 
at once

Skim resources that look 
relevant

List aspects to master 
later

Scanners ― Divers

Develop your structured plan

Define scope & prioritize 
aspects to focus on

Learn each step or subtopic 
fully before proceeding

Be aware of larger field 
surrounding your chosen focus

Recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scannerskeep an eye open for big ideas, basic concepts, and organizing principlesfeel free to explore several aspects of topics simultaneouslyjump right into a subject of interest, skimming resources that look relevantHowever, as you do this, keep a list of the detailed parts of the subject that you will want to master laterDiversStart your study by developing a firmly structured plan or learning roadmap with which you feel comfortableDefine the scope of the what you want to learn, prioritizing the aspects you want to focus onLearn each subtopic or step on your roadmap fully before proceeding to the next in order to feel a sense of masteryHowever, it’s beneficial to be aware of the larger field surrounding your chosen scope and focus



What barriers have you (or your learners) 
experienced in pursuing self-directed 
learning?

Motivation challenges

Photo: Learning by CollegeDegrees360 on Flickr

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Motivation Challenges (5 min)Collective brainstorm to surface all barriers participants have experienced in their own or other’s self-directed learning Image: https://www.flickr.com/photos/83633410@N07/7658254172/ --Learning by CollegeDegrees360 on Flickr



Extrinsic    Intrinsic

Which is more motivating―
external or internal rewards?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview Presentations (10 min)Extrinsic motivators (Elizabeth)Intrinsic motivators (Betha)



Extrinsic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extrinsic/External – Elizabeth (5 min)There’s plenty of research that shows that extrinsic motivation isn’t as powerful as intrinsic.  That being said, extrinsic motivators can be useful, especially in a “fake it until you make it” sense.  And if your role includes supporting learners, extrinsic motivators are often the only one’s you can really control or use:gamification makes use of the extrinsic motivators of fun and competing for prizesExtrinsic motivators are most useful early on in the process – they can be used to entice someone to get started and may sustain the pursuit of learning until intrinsic motivators start to kick in.Extrinsic motivators are visible – making them useful “symbols” that can tap into the more powerful but difficult to influence hidden intrinsic motivators.



Purpose

Intrinsic

Autonomy Mastery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Motivationresearch suggests that expected, tangible rewards undermine autonomous motivation, as individuals attribute their behavior to the external rewards rather than the inherent value of the material itself.Studies at places like MIT, University of Chicago and Carnegie Mellon have shown that the typical motivation schemes within organizations do not work. The idea of offering incrementally greater rewards for increasingly better performance may work to incentivize mechanical skills and simple straightforward tasks, but once the task calls for even rudimentary cognitive skill, a larger reward leads to poorer performance. This finding has been replicated over and over, by psychologists, sociologists, economists, in other countries, across different industries and different economies. An incentive designed to clarify thinking and sharpen creativity ended up clouding thinking and dulling creativity. Why? Rewards, by their very nature, narrow our focus.There are three key ingredients of genuine motivation— autonomy, mastery, and purpose. Neglecting these limits what each of us can achieve.Refer to Brain Rules, Daniel Pink: Drive, Adult learning info



Intrinsic: Autonomy

We are powerful and natural 
explorers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. John Medina = molecular biologist, -- fascination with brain science Brain Rules: 12 things scientists now know for sure about how our brains work. Rule #12 is particularly intriguing for thinking about how to design training for autonomy: “We are powerful and natural explorers.” We have been learning since birth. Babies are not expected to sit passively and listen to lectures (except for those subjected to Baby Einstein videos). They are encouraged to explore their environment, to experiment and fail, and try again and again. Exploration breeds curiosity to explore even more. Learning is an adventure.Adults retain a deep sense of curiosity and urge to explore, though not necessarily focused on work. The challenge is to tap into adults’ natural curiosity and allow for autonomy



Intrinsic: Mastery

We have an inner 
personal drive 
to become good 
at something.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all want to master a new challenge right away, avoiding the slow, discouraging, and potentially embarrassing route to acquiring new skills. It rarely works that way. But people do doggedly pursue increasing levels of mastery in their hobbies, whether it’s sports, musical instruments, crafts, gaming, etc. When the motivation to learn comes from within, they find positive reinforcement in small increments of improvement, and they have fun in the process. The question is how to transfer this kind of personal drive to the work environment, how to make workplace learning more accessible, compelling and even fun.



Intrinsic: Purpose

We  derive deep satisfaction from feeling part 
of something greater and loftier than ourselves.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“People are natural purpose maximizers, not only profit maximizers,” Pink claims. “The companies that flourish are animated by purpose.” As utopian as it sounds, humans do aspire to higher purpose. We derive deep satisfaction from feeling part of something greater and loftier than ourselves. Educator Will Richardson recommends that we need to “support learners in doing work that is worthy of, can exist in, and can change the world.”Libraries are in a prime position to capitalize on the intrinsic motivation of a sense of purpose. Many people working in libraries were drawn to the field precisely because of its greater purpose in a democratic society. There is an inherent passion for and emotional connection with the vision and mission of libraries. When staff members connect their incremental learning goals to the greater social good to which their work contributes, the training acquires meaning. Learning a new ILS system fuels the library’s purpose just as much as learning to advocate with elevator speeches.



“small, even piddling, rewards 
could promote, rather than 
undermine, autonomous 
motivation in online classrooms”

―from study by Garaus, Fürtmuller, Güttel

but wait …

Good
Job!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic idea of small rewards is fairly simple. When rewards are large enough to trigger behavior but too small to fully justify the behavior, individuals will seek another justification for their efforts. It has been theorized that receiving piddling rewards creates a sense of dissonance (why am I doing this?) which can be relieved by either ceasing the activity completely or by developing an interest and finding enjoyment in it. In sum, small rewards increase autonomous motivation to learn rather than crowding it out, as larger rewards are more likely to do.StudyThe Hidden Power of Small Rewards: The Effects of Insufficient External Rewards on Autonomous Motivation to LearnChristian Garaus and Gerhard Furtmüller and Güttelhttp://amle.aom.org/content/15/1/45.abstract De Minimus: something beneath a certain low level or quantity that is regarded as trivial, and treated commensurately.



1. WALT Learn Together group

2. Self-Directed Achievement (SDA)

Case Studies



WALT Learn Together Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mini-presentation (5): ***WALT Learn Together group –what worked/what didn’t



 Clearly articulated, shared expectations
 Close peers
 Deadlines
 Schedule the time on your calendar – with back-ups in case you 

don’t get to it on the first reminder
 Multiple ways to engage with content (read, watch, listen) 

whenever possible
 “Chunking” content
 Peer “pressure”
 FOMO – Fear Of Missing Out

WALT Learns Together



Self-Directed Achievement

“A culture of 
lifelong learning 
begins with me.”

“Self-directed achievement is not 
a program. It is a culture.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SDA at Tooele Public LibraryTooele City: population 32K; collection size ~65K items; FTE 35Director Jami Carter changed the paradigm at Tooele Public Library in Utah by creating an approach to staff development that is learner-initiated, learner activated, learner-constructed—the Self-Directed Achievement program.However, it was the active participation of the staff that ultimately made it a success.“ Literally, it was in weeks that we started to see an internal culture change. Now our whole organization is about improving ourselves, which spills over into improving each other.” — Jami Carter, Director



WHAT SDA is

every person identifies 1 goal

every week spends        1 hour
to achieve the goal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concept is simple:Each person who works in the library (no exceptions) identifies one goal each week that can be accomplished in one hour and finds a resource to achieve the goal.To overcome the natural hesitation at the onset, the Tooele team began by asking everyone to prepare 5 goals and then share those goals at a staff meeting. Some people initially said they couldn’t think of any goals, but by the end of the meeting, everyone had at least 25 as a result of sharing and brainstorming.



I will use (tool/resource) to (goal statement).

examples:
 I will use an online tutorial to 

learn how to use Google Drive.
 I will use one of the library’s e-readers

to learn how to download an ebook.
 I will use selected tutorials on lynda.com 

to learn how to use Excel to create 
a basic budget.

√
√

The Goal Formula

√



3 questions each week:

1. Did you accomplish your goal last week?
2. If not, what got in your way?
3. What is your goal this week?

HOW it works

Watch the ripple effect … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process is straightforward:Every week, the staff member meets with his/her supervisor for 15 minutes. The supervisor asks 3 questions: Did you accomplish your goal last week?If not, what got in your way?What is your goal this week?The staff member:communicates his/her SDA goal for the week;has next week’s SDA hour scheduled by the supervisor;uses his/her SDA hour, knowing their learning won't be interrupted;records his/her learning in a personal training log.Jami describes the ripple effect, beginning with the excitement and achievements of the early adopters and extending over time to everyone on staff. Like everyone else, a showstopper wants to be valued and included. With the evidence all around them, the resistors eventually joined the energetic culture of learning at Tooele.



 What are the motivators that you heard in these 
case studies?

 Which barriers do they address?

 Write down the motivators that you think will 
work for your own learning
 or for your learners, if you’re a trainer or supervisor

Motivator Discovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Motivator Discovery Q&AAsk for responses about motivators that resonate with them as individuals – which barriers do they address?If trainers or supervisors, ask what they they think will work for their learners – which barriers do they address?Ask all participants to make notes of the motivators that they think will work for their situation



3. WCLS Reading BINGO

4. SCOUT Learning project at PCLS

Case Studies



I’d love to tell you  
about this book 

I’m reading

Cool! I tend to 
read a different 

kind of book

What interests 
you about the 

books you like?

Reading Conversations

It’s a conversation
Photo: Casual conversation by Kennedy Library on Flickr

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mini-presentation (5): ***WCLS Reading BingoWhy “reading conversations”? GOAL: strategic goal to focus on increasing patron access to and engagement with books and readingHow? Get ALL staff to get out and talk to people about books and readingTraining for all staff, including pages, clerks, non-public services staff, and administratorsRebranded RA as CONVERSATION, to alleviate the intimidation of the term “advisory” –it’s NOT a “reference interview”Photo: Casual conversation by Kennedy Library on Flickrhttps://www.flickr.com/photos/kennedylibrary/6830665231/



“Be there or be – um – square”

Set in another 
world or in the 

future

Title that teaches 
you how to do or 
make something

Title outside 
of your 

comfort zone

Recommend a 
title to a friend 

or patron

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduced a staff reading challenge ---year-long contestIntended to “foster your love of reading” and “boost your knowledge of books and authors”Each square provides a reading prompt. When a player reads a title that responds to the prompt, he/she gets to fill in the square with the title of the book.These have to be current reads –not something read in the pastDon’t have to be print books; try ebooks, audiobooks or eMagazines; *extra challenge to read in different formats --all formats countCan use one book for multiple squaresPRIZES! Well, deminimus ones, that is“blackout” = all squares filled, will be entered into a drawing for a grand prizeRESULTS = a culture change!They talk about books at all staff meetings nowThey challenge each other to read different genresThey come up with their own additional team challenges; ex: creating a Star Trek theme to encourage science fiction reading; “to boldly read where no one has read before!”Loved the BINGO challenge so much, the staff created BINGO cards for patrons and came up with reading lists for themPatrons have remarked on the noticeable change –engaging in conversations with staff about reading



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mini-presentation (5): SCOUT program at PCLSEmployed games-based learning as a way to bridge the world of formal and informal learning that takes into account learner experiences in a variety of social settingsUsed a grant from the Paul G. Allen Family Foundation to create an Interactive Discovery Platform which they called SCOUT.Online experience where customers can participate in a community of readers, complete activities, earn badges, climb the leaderboard, and expand on their experience with the library’s digital resources.Directed at adult learners, although later expanded to encompass teen summer readingEffective, but costly to maintainRecommended to “meet them where they are” – on social media like FB and Twitter





 What were the motivators that you heard in these 
case studies?

 Which barriers do they address?

 Write down the motivators that you think will 
work for your own learning
 or for your learners, if you’re a trainer or supervisor

Motivator Discovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Motivator Discovery Q&AAsk for responses about motivators that resonate with them as individuals – which barriers do they address?If trainers or supervisors, ask what they they think will work for their learners – which barriers do they address?Ask all participants to make notes of the motivators that they think will work for their situation



 Work individually but feel free to discuss with each other

 Write one motivator (motivation strategy) per tiny post-it
 Your personal motivators
 Or motivators for your learners

 Attach motivator post-its to your Motivator Card

 Keep in a prominent place at work
 Adjust motivators as needed

Motivator Cards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Motivator CARDsIndividual motivationsEach person writes a motivator (motivation strategy) on a tiny post-it and attaches it to a necklace string; there are two options:String together motivators that he/she will use personallyString together motivators to use for a group of learners (supervisor perspective)



Motivator Cards
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
List of motivations is a menuSet check-in points to see how motivators have changed for youID when losing motivation and what you need to get back on track (i.e., new motivators)Don’t try to do all at once; keep some in reserve



Define a learning plan
 be clear about why you are learning
 set achievable learning goals
 set frequent milestones to check progress
 continually identify next steps in your learning path

 get supervisor support
 find someone to be accountable to
 Identify when you’re losing motivation and what 

you need to get back on track

Manage your learning time
 schedule it – get it ON the calendar
 block out multiple times for self-directed learning 

 add your learning time to multiple calendars so you 
get multiple reminders

 It’s not about finding the time; it’s taking the time

Socialize your learning

 find a learning buddy or group
 share your learning goals with each other
 watch videos or webinars together and discuss
 check in on each other’s progress periodically
 share what you’re learning with mini presentations

 for learning groups:
 set clear expectations
 identify someone to lead; define other roles
 get consensus on group norms 
 set meeting schedules and learning targets 

Optimize the learning environment and content

 create a comfortable learning environment 
 eliminate distractions while you’re learning
 identify obstacles and get help to remove them 

(manager, IT, family, etc.)
 keep learning tools and resources close at hand
 create little rewards for achieving milestones

 chunk learning content into digestible pieces
 narrow the focus or choices to avoid being 

overwhelmed
 do micro bursts of learning – 15 minutes at a time is 

fine if it fits into a busy schedule
 have reliable, trustworthy go-to resources
 apply the learning to your job as you go

Presenter
Presentation Notes
List of possible motivators to choose from; everyone is encouraged to add their own additional motivation ideas



Debrief

What motivators did you discover?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DEBRIEFAsk individuals to share back with the whole groupShare a key motivators or motivation strategy and tell us what barrier it will address; keep sharing movitvators that haven’t already been sharedLook at any barriers that have not been addressed – ask for ideas about motivators.Who has the most motivators on their card?



ABCs and SCIENCE can Help

Identify the type of behavior

Automatic

Burning

Common

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 types of behaviors, which differ based on someone’s awareness of what they're doing and when.  Automatic  - done unconsciously, such as forgetting to take medication, habitual nail biting or impulsively interrupting someone. Burning - one that you’re aware of but can’t seem to stop doing, like compulsively playing video games or checking email.Common  - motivational, like sticking to an exercise routine, adhering to prescribed medications, or learning something new



Use ABCs and SCIENCE

Important Tools for Common Behaviors

Stepladders                         
Community 

Important                            
Easy                                      
Neurohacks 

Captivating Rewards          
Engrained                            

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stepladders: Break things up into small steps that lead you to your goal. Community:  other people can provide you with the emotional support to help you keep moving forwardImportant: How important is the change to your life?Make it Easy: Keep your learning resources close at handNeurohacks:  Quick mental shortcuts that can reset the brain. Captivating rewards: Rewards that you really care about are captivating. Engrained: Make something a routine so that it becomes ingrained and easy to do. 



Elizabeth Iaukea
elizabeth.iaukea@sos.wa.gov

Betha Gutsche
gutscheb@oclc.org

Anywhere-Anytime Resources & Case Studies
on WebJunction: oc.lc/self-directed

http://oc.lc/self-directed
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